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In this work the first experimental results of the world’s largest molten salt thermocline storage system with filler 

(TCF) will be presented. The current experimental setup has a thermal capacity of 3.8 MWh and operates in a 

temperature range from 290 to 560°C. 

The molten salt thermocline storage concept is a new concept for storing large amounts of thermal energy at high 

temperatures of up to 560°C. Instead of storing molten salt in two separate tanks, as in the state-of-art systems, 

the density difference of hot and cold molten salt is used to maintain stratification inside the single-tank [1]. It 

has numerous advantages, such as cost saving due to the absence of the second tank, less smaller footprint, 

allowing higher tank design through shorter pumps, avoiding unused space at the bottom of the tanks and 

simplification of the gas handling. However, the largest cost reduction potential arises from the application of a 

low cost filler material, which substitutes a large fraction of the molten salt which presents a major share of the 

overall storage system cost. Thus, the total costs for the storage system can be reduced significantly. Kelly 

reported for a two-tank indirect storage system cost reduction of more than 50 % [2]. 

In the past, several pilot scale plants have been operated. The first and largest one was that attached to the Solar 

One plant, which had 170 MWh thermal power and used thermal oil with temperatures up to 300°C [3]. Later, 

another plant was operated by Sandia, this time with molten salt, 2.3 MWh thermal power and up to 400°C 

temperature [4]. Additionally, lab scale experiments with temperatures up to 400°C have been presented at CEA 

by Bruch et al. and Rodat et al. [5,6] and at PROMES CNRS by Fasquelle et al. [7] with thermal oil and at 

Fraunhofer by Seubert et al. [8] with molten salt. 

At the DLR experiment, the temperature range is extended one step higher to 560°C. As HTF, Solar Salt at 

maximum temperature is used for several consecutive charging and discharging cycles. 166 thermocouples 

measure the temperature distribution along the middle axis and additionally at four planes in two radial 

directions each. Through the high density of thermocouples the exact thermocline profile can be measured and it 

is possible to study its development. The radial thermocouples help to understand and improve the molten salt 

distribution at the inlet regions and to detect asymmetries in molten salt flow. The experimentally determined 

development of the thermocline zone and its movement speed through the storage volume are compared to a 1D 

numerical model.  
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